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Learn more about the recycling 
process at casella.com/ZeroSort 
GIVING RESOURCES 
NEW LIFE®
Zero-Sort® Recycling puts your discarded materials 
back into the world and not into the landfill.
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Learn more about solutions for your 
home or business at casella.com 
Casella’s Zero-Sort® Recycling is 
quick and easy! No sorting on your 
end means more time to enjoy life!
What is Zero-Sort® Recycling?
Zero-Sort Recycling is Casella’s state-of-the-art 
process which enables paper, cardboard, plastic, 
glass, and metal to be collected together in  
one bin eliminating the need for you to  
separate recyclables.
Can I throw trash and recyclables into my  
Zero-Sort Recycling bin? 
NO. Your Zero-Sort Recycling bin is for  
Zero-Sort recyclables only. Items that can’t be 
recycled should be tossed into your trash bin.
Can I put grocery bags into my Zero-Sort bin  
or place recyclables in plastic bags?
NO. Plastic bags of any kind are not accepted 
in Zero-Sort Recycling. To recycle grocery bags, 
please bring them to a participating grocery or 
retail store.
How should I prepare my recyclables?
Recyclables should be rinsed clean of any food 
waste. Corrugated cardboard boxes should be 
broken down into 2' max pieces. Lids and caps 
can remain on empty plastic bottles. DO NOT tie 
newspaper or cardboard with twine. 
What type of metal can I recycle?
Aluminum and tin cans are acceptable. Pots, 
pans, aerosol cans, and scrap metal such as 
automotive parts, motors, and appliances are 
NOT ALLOWED. 
What are large rigid plastics?   
Items made of plastic which include, sleds,  
milk crates, laundry baskets, 5-gallon pails, 
plastic chairs, carts, garbage cans, and general 
household items.  
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N
o sorting on your end m
akes recycling quick and easy! Just focus on tossing all 
Zero-Sort recyclables into one bin and C
asella takes care of the rest. 
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